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Preface:  In late 2016 I was forwarded some correspon-
dence by Andrew Thoms, Director of Sitka Conservation 
Society. Included were photos and a draft trip report 
from a joint SCS-USFS expedition to South Baranof 
Wilderness Area, to measure and nominate a large Sitka 
spruce (photo on right). It was refreshing to see the 
enthusiasm generated by this new State Champion.

In August, 2017, I joined a less celebratory expedi-
tion to Tàan, sea lion (Prince of Wales Island) to support 
Elsa Sebastian's Last Stands project. At both ends of 
the spectrum—admiring what we've 'saved,' and lament-
ing past and pending losses—the Archipelago needs 
bushwackers, folks who don't mind devil's club and wet 
sleeping bags, what we used to call "eyes and ears in 
the woods for the Southeast conservation community." 
Both ventures deserve more attention, respect and guid-
ance in a world dangerously out-of-touch with large, 
ancient trees. Where are those trees and forests? How rare are they? What under-appreciated gifts do they 
bestow? Who, and what threatens them?

Andrew's email elicited from me a rather run-on reply—Letter 1, below. Next morning, rereading it, I real-
ized that—long as it was—I'd only scratched the surface of the hows and whys of tree-hunting. I composed 
Letter 2, then concluded what we really need is a comprehensive update. A manual of sorts . . . maybe a 
manifesto to boot? Where have we come from? (early champion-tree nominations by FS foresters, Landmark 
Trees Project, Ground-truthing Project) Where are we going? (resucitated AF nominations, Last Stands proj-
ect).   And most fundamentally, who cares about big, old trees? 
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Hows & whys of tree-hunting
Letter 1
Hi Andrew,
Cleaning up and cataloging 3 years of emails—furthest I've ever gotten behind—found this forward from 
you about the new record spruce (photo above). Thanks!  Cool-looking tree. I've cced the Landmark Trees 
founders Sam Skaggs and Matt Kirchhoff, as well as Bob Christensen in this reply.

Cover: Becky, Kyle and Mickey Knight (RC behind) with the 
spruce Petersburgers call "Syd's Tree." Named for Stikine-area 
conservation leader Syd Wright, as of 1999, it was thought to 
be the largest spruce on Mitkof Island.  ●  This aerial: Inlet to 
Ward Lake, site of our Community Landmark Trees plots for 
Ketchikan. Arrow to Big Tree north, shown on next page.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/landmark-trees-project-ketchikan/
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As you know, I've shifted focus from big trees to old trees (photo, right), but it's hard not 
to get caught up in the excitement over size. Cathy says I should do more to ensure that our 
Landmark Tree records (1996-2005) find a permanent home in some sort of archive. But 
who should keep them?

We ran into the same sorts of confidentiality problems alluded to in TJ Witherspoon's 
word doc 1 —in which your team decided not to reveal the tree's "classified" location more 
specifically than "South Baranof Wilderness." Very few of our 76 Landmark sites have that 
Wilderness level of protection your tree enjoys. Some face threats that make root damage 
from soil compaction seem benign. Even those within stream buffers will be felled if they 
succumb to any of the looming landgrabs like HR.232. In the climate of late-1990s timber 
politics—and probably again today, were we to reconvene—all but one of our LT 'kitchen 
cabinet' advisors cautioned us not to share stand locations with even SEACC (in retrospect 
maybe wise given their S340 endorsement?) and certainly not USFS.

Threats to big (and more importantly old) trees wax and wane in the political and 
ecological winds. Enemies become allies and vice versa; collaboration & betrayal seesaw. 
Staff turnover deletes institutional memory. Your oldest surviving Sitkan trees have already 
heard 4 or more languages spoken by human passers-through, unable (before iron) or 
momentarily uninterested (before market subsidies) in chopping them down: English, 
Russian, Tlingit, and before that probably something like Eyak. As Greg Streveler teased 
when I first pondered the future of Sam's 'temple tree' forests—what did I think would be 
the official state language of Lingít Aaní, even a mere 5 centuries from now? For that long 
term planning, I've no idea what's the "responsible" thing to do with 10 years of data from 
the search for Alaska's largest trees. 

I suppose we should regather the tangled threads of that discussion. A far simpler ques-
tion, meanwhile, is how to measure those trees.
1  TJ, with Sitka Ranger District, compiled a trip report that was published in part by American Forests in January, 2017.  
http://www.americanforests.org/blog/state-champion-residing-alaskan-wilderness/  The joint SCS/SRD expedition had been 
organized by Don Bertolette, Alaska’s Big Tree Coordinator  https://akbigtreelist.org/about-2/

If I correctly understand Andrew's 20161217 thread, the intention was for Don to use TJ's report as basis for appointing 
this tree as the new Alaskan champion, with 646.5 AF points. As of 20171026, this hasn't been done. The table on Don's site 
for champions by species.[ https://akbigtreelist.org/the-list/ ] still lists the old state-record tree at Exchange Cove, POW.

Ken Rait with ancient xáay, yellow-cedar, at Áshgu Tlein (Ushk Bay), 
2006. At the time, this was a proposed timber sale area. Cedar forests 

and Landmark spruce forests are apples and oranges. "Scoring" cedars 
would be more subjective, like judging tai chi as opposed to football—

more about elegance and 'dignity' than brute force.  
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Diameter  Early in the Landmark Trees project, we concluded that 
diameter at breast height (4.5 feet up from ground centerpoint) is 
a misleading measurement when comparing our largest spruces, 
whose butt-swell generally continues well above a person's head. 
We began to measure diameter 10 feet up from ground centerpoint. 
That of course made our "Big Tree" measurements (BT = largest 
spruce in the acre) non-comparable with national champion-tree 
protocols. But Landmark Trees (LTs) were more about stand 
majesty than individual tree metrics. Also, at the time of our 

project, it didn't appear USFS was interested in Tongass champion trees, whose nomina-
tions mostly dated back to the early years of Harris, Schmiege, Laurent, et al.

In some LT stands, where our Big Tree seemed in the ball park with the formal state 
champion at Exchange Cove (556 AF pts), I would take diameter at 4.5 feet, in case 
anybody was interested. By the American Forests (AF) protocol, quite a few of our BTs 
exceeded 556 points. 

Because AF protocol weights diameter so much more than height, highest-scoring trees 
will be broken-tops with swollen bases like the South Baranof Wilderness tree. On left is 
another example from our Ward Lake Community Landmark Trees site. It's 124 inches 
dbh, but only 84 inches at 10 feet up. I began to refer affectionately to such spruces as 
'cheater trees,' as opposed to 'honest trees,' who were true pillars, nearly as fat at 10 feet as 
down at 4.5. (Carstensen, 2004)

I'd recommend that folks interested in competitive big-tree hunting check in with Steve 
Sillett or Robert Van Pelt, who are taking far more elaborate measurements of big trees 
in WA-OR than anything we did with Landmark Trees. Although their process is techni-
cally and financially beyond the means of the average outdoorsperson, Steve and Bob 
will surely have advice on feasible lower-tech methods for documenting tree size that fall 
short of credible stem-volume estimates but are more meaningful than either AF or LT 
protocols.

Secrecy  Two of the largest spruce we found during the Landmark Trees Project stand 
side-by-side on a tiny island in the central Tongass. Perhaps you've seen them. They're 
a good lesson in the futility of secrecy, once a certain threshold number of big-tree fans 
know where the site is located. I initially reported them only to the LT 'kitchen cabinet' 
and to elders in the nearest village, who were concerned because of proximity to a sacred 
site. Soon, however, I began to hear from paddlers and boaters—including some on 

Ward North "BigTree." Tape is wrapped around the tree at "breast height," defined as 4.5 
feet above 'mid-slope' (AF 2015, p 8). On trees with widely flaring bases like this one, dbh 
grossly exaggerates the actual trunk size.
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guided trips—who had visited these giants on 2nd, 3rd or 4th-hand hearsay, most of 
them unaware there'd ever been hopes for confidentiality.

At least those trees are on a relatively resilient soil, nowhere near a salmon/bear 
stream—what Sam Skaggs nicknamed the 'landmark trees conundrum' (like your 
classified South Baranof Wilderness tree, high potential for visitors to displace alpha 
brownies; so how do you celebrate something you can't advertise?) 

And back to diameters  These trees provide another good example of the arbitrari-
ness of dbh as a measure of champion spruce. One measured 131 inches dbh. At 225 
feet tall, with 59 crownspread points, it totals 651 AF points. I called it BT1.

Again, I don't consider that an especially useful point tally. Its neighbor, BT2 
(photo & tables, right), is more of a pillar. Although only 200 feet tall and 127 inches 
dbh, it retains a diameter of 108 inches at 10 feet, while BT1 tapers down to 89 inches 
at that height. BT1 outscores it in dbh-based AF points, but not in Landmark Tree 
points. To a paddle-pilgrim admiring the two monsters side-by-side, BT2 is the one 
you feel like talking to. I'm guessing it's also way older.

Feel free to pass along these thoughts to TJ and Don Bertolette. I wasn't aware that 
Alaska had a big tree coordinator.      RC

Erika Bjorum, SEACC grassroots organizer, with BT2 in June, 2006. Traveling on Bob 
Christensen's Pearl, we stopped to pay our respects toward the end of an SCS-adminis-
tered Ground-truthing expedition to the southern Tongass timberlands with Doug Chad-
wick, on assignment from National Geographic. (Chadwick, 2007)

By 2006—7 years after I first measured this one-acre karst-island stand—we'd retired 
the Landmark Trees program, and were deep into a more emotionally exhausting survey 
of past & pending timber sales including the tragic Logjam. Doug spent most of his 
camp time prostrated on the beach and communing with these forest monarchs. I guess 
Landmarking is one way we renew and gird ourselves for harder work—measuring the 
aftermath of human greed. 
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Letter 2
Hi again Andrew,
First, let’s go back to some basics—how to measure a tree. 

From the introduction to Van Pelt (2001), page XVII in the section How 
wood volume is measured:

“Another shortcoming of the AF point system shows up when really big trees are 
being measured. The criterion that trunk diameter must be measured at breast 
height is a necessary one for standardization, but it means measuring the roots of 
our largest trees. In addition, many trees have very different trunk shapes. Because 
of these circumstances, the stem volume of a tree is the best indicator of tree size. 
Although this is a more difficult element to measure, it is a far more accurate one 
than dbh when you are trying to compare the sizes of really large trees. Our really 
large trees are conifers, most of which have a single stem. These trees have 85 to 
95% of their wood volume in the stem, so that a relatively simple measurement of 
the stem volume should be sufficient to compare trees.  . . .The volume measure-
ments listed in this book were all collected by the author, using the Criterion 400 
survey laser.

By the nature of the way the AF point total is calculated, the point champion is often 
a tree that has a huge trunk but is not necessarily tall. Nearly everyone, though, 
admires especially tall trees, and while the tallest trees in the world are on the 
Pacific Coast, they are poorly represented in the National Register. When I began 
the Washington State Big Tree Program in 1987, I kept records not only on the point 
champion, but also on the trees with the thickest trunk, tallest height, and occasion-
ally greatest crown spread. This means that several trees are listed for each species, 
but it also allows the interested person to know what the tallest known individual 
of a given species is. British Columbia adopted this protocol shortly after I did, 
and Great Britain has maintained a list of the tallest known specimens for several 
decades.”

Obviously, the average Tongass bushwacker doesn’t carry a Criterion 400 
survey laser. In Washington, amateur big-tree-geeks serve mostly as scouts for 
Van Pelt, filling out his relatively simple nomination form so that he (& now 

others?) can visit the reported sites and authenticate the diam-height-volume 
scores. Where Bob lives, champion trees are mostly venerable needles in a 
haystack of second growth. 

Trees or tree communities?  Southeast Alaskans, alone on the continent, 
inhabit a sea of old growth—picked over, granted, but still the matrix. Here, 
with fewer species and no expectation of discovering national contenders, 
single-tree celebration seems less interesting (to me at least) than experienc-
ing, describing, and advocating for intact, ancient stands. 

When Sam Skaggs, Matt Kirchhoff, John Caouette and I started Landmark 
Trees in 1996, our goal was fostering a constituency for the greatest remain-
ing Alaskan forests. In 2005, that shifted to the Ground-truthing Project 

1996. Year-1, Landmark Trees Project. Nax Tlèn, big 
harbor (Trocadero Bay). L to R: Paul Alaback, Matt Kirch-

hoff, Craig ?? from NASA, John Caouette, Becca Braun. 
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when SCS under Kenyon Fields and then Scott Harris secured funding for 
Bob Christensen and me to become the ‘eyes and ears in the woods for the 
Southeast conservation community.’ Partly that was in response to the steadily 
decreasing agency presence on the Southeast timberlands.

Such regulatory oversight has only declined further since 
our last SCS ground-truthing missions ~2009. With ever-
meaner foxes guarding the hen house, it falls to us chickens 
to speak for the forest. I was thrilled this summer to hear 
from Elsa Sebastian and Natalie Dawson (cced) who are 
reviving the tradition of ground-truthing—bearing witness 
to tragedies, past and pending—on the southern timberlands. 
Whatever becomes of HR.232, proposals of its ilk won’t die 
until there are teams of Elsas and Natalies out there every 
summer, reporting back to Southeast communities every 
winter. Elsa thinks those young folks exist; we just have to 
find, train, support and organize them. But how do we make 
that trendy, fun, and even renumerative? SCS is expert at that, 
and your support could be valuable.

In their pilot year, I encouraged the Last Standers to focus 
on red- and yellow-cedar, because to me that threat (more of 
an age than size issue) seems most urgent. But reading about 
your SCS-SRD August 2016 expedition to South Baranof 
Wilderness, I remember the energy of the Landmarking Days. 
You can’t generate that kind of journey-sustaining enthusiasm 
from the desperation I currently feel about cedar; it has to be 
more uplifting. Although the bloodier forms of trophy hunting gross out most 
environmentalists, Landmarking was chainsaw-free catch-&-release. Even 
the competitive element seemed healthy, as your South Baranof team experi-
enced, because the ‘winners’ are not the surveyors but the stands themselves, 
and their respective biogeographic provinces. 

Sam and I never figured out how to sell Landmarking as a tourist venture 
(it would probably have succeeded as an Earthwatch expedition, but they 
require their PIs to have PhDs, and I’m a college dropout). To our surprise, 

however, and more rewarding for me personally, Landmark 
Trees became a way for pretty much every community-based 
Southeast conservation group—in those pre-S.340 days 
mostly SEACC member organizations—to showcase their 
most awesome forests. 1 Even the Forest Service liked Land-
mark Trees, except at the highest administrative levels. One 
beloved ex-forest supervisor told Caouette, perhaps unaware 
that John was our most valued science&strategy advisor, that 
he wouldn’t trust me as far as he could throw me. But when I 
gave talks to SOs and Ranger Districts, mid-level timber-shop 
guys would come up afterward and share locations of their best 
alluvial spruce stands—at least the ones that weren't in any 
prospective cutting units.

Compared to giant-spruce hunting, competitive ancient-
cedar trophy coring would never fly as a sport. I can think of 
at least 4 reasons: 1) too depressing, given their hammered 
surroundings and dismal prospects in a cedar-hungry market, 
2) too inconclusive, since the oldest have rotten centers, 3) 
too risky for the almost invariably unprotected nominees, and 
4) too southern. While Landmark-caliber spruces exist near 
every Southeast town, ancient redcedars are mostly on Tàan, 
sea lion (Prince of Wales Island), whose residents (Baker/PP 

excepted) are more into Skoal and Mud Bogg Races than lattés and recre-
ational tree-hugging. 

I would never suggest abandoning cedar-documentation, but must concede 

1  Showcase figuratively, I guess, because locations weren’t usually revealed. 

Taping diameter at 10 feet.
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that prospective Last 
Standers—mostly 
urbanites from Juneau 
and Sitka infiltrating the 
southern confederacy—
will also need more 
rejuvenating (and non-
threatening) activities in 
their toolkit. At least one 
afternoon of a multi-day 
ground-truthing work-
shop should address 
low- and hi-tech ways to 
measure giant spruce. 

That'll come in handy 
even if you never fill out 
an LT assessment form. 
When a logger asks 
what you’re doing in an 
HR.232 landgrab unit, 
best not mention cedar, 
which he hopes you’re 
oblivious to. Just say 
you’re hunting Land-
mark Trees. That often 
leads to informative 
conversations driven by 
veiled one-upsmanship. 
Few including me 

Suggestions for Landmark Trees scouting
I wrote these how-to instructions partway into the LT project, 
around 1999. Proliferation of smartphones has since added 
many options, flagged in footnotes.

We'd love to hear from Southeast Alaskan outdoorspeople 
who have found stands of very large trees. The following tips 
will help you make a few quick measurements the next time 
you discover a remarkable forest.

You can prepare yourself to make accurate field 
measurements by always including a few lightweight 
items in your pack. If you get serious about tree hunt-
ing, you'll eventually want a forester's diameter tape, 
but it's not necessary for measuring tree diameter. A 
25-ft length of non-stretchy cord serves fine. Mark it 
with a felt pen at 1-ft intervals. Other handy aids are 
suggested below but this is all you'll really need to 
measure tree diameter and height.

DBH stands for diameter at breast height, defined 
as 4.5 feet above the center point of the tree (On 
a slope it'll be <4.5 ft on the upslope and more on 
the downslope). Wrap your cord around the tree at 4.5 feet, 
and estimate (or use the ruler on your compass) the inches 
beyond the last foot mark. For example: 18 feet plus 7" 
circumference would be 18 x 12, or 216" + 7" = 223." Divided 
by þ (3.14), this gives 71" dbh. Lacking a calculator, just write 
down the figures for computation back at home.

Now for height. Here's the method we use with 4th graders 
on Discovery Southeast field trips. Break off a stick equal in 
length to the distance from your eye to your outstretched arm. 
Hold your arm out horizontally with the stick rising vertically, 

forming a right angle to your arm. Back away from the tree, 
sighting past the bottom edge of the stick to the base 
of the tree, until the top of the stick is aligned with 
the top of the tree. At this point your distance 
from the tree is equal to the tree height. If 
you know your pace length, step off the 
distance to the tree. If you don't trust your 
pace, 'leapfrog' with your partner back to 
the tree using the 25 foot cord.

The above method works okay in 
open forest on level terrain, and many alluvial Landmark Tree 
sites fit that description. In denser forest you may only be able 
to see the treetop from a few places. Here's where it's nice 
to have a clinometer like the Suunto or a compass like 
the Silva Ranger which includes a primitive but functional 
clinometer. Compass clinometers are harder to use than 
'dedicated' clinometers like the Suunto. It's best to practise 
first at home, comparing your results to those of a Suunto or 

Relaskop1 or to an object of known height until satisfied with 
your accuracy. Suunto-type clinometers have percent-slope scales 

in addition to degree scales, which makes height measurement 
much simpler. But they're spendy.2 The following assumes you have 
only a compass clinometer with degree scale.

To measure height, back away about 70 to 100 feet, to a place 
from which you can see both top & bottom of the tree. Read the 

1 Relaskops were the forester's tool-of-choice for height measurement in days before laser 
rangefinders. I used them in the first years of the Landmark Trees project, then shifted to 
the combination of laser for distance and clinometer for vertical angle. Today, I have a laser 
hypsometer that combines those 2 functions for rapid, 3-click measurements circumventing 
trig-calculations. 

2  PS, 2017:  There are now apps—many of em free—for android and iphone that turn your 
device into a clinometer.
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clinometer angle to the top. Say you get 48o. Also read to the 
bottom of the tree. In this illus-
tration, eye level is 10o above 
tree base; results will be added 
together. (If eye level's below 
tree base, 2nd reading is 
subtracted from 1st.)

Now pace (or leapfrog with 
your 25 ft cord) back to the tree. 
Say you're 85 feet from the tree 
base. If you have a calculator 
with trig, you can compute the 
tree height from these 2 measurements. 3 If not, write em down 
and figure it out when you get home. The tree forms the opposite 
leg of your right triangle, and the paced ground distance is the 
adjacent leg. So use tangent: tan 48o = 1.11; 85 ft x 1.11 = 94 ft. 
That's the height above your eye level, so add the second read-
ing; tan 10o = .176; 85 x .176 = 15 ft. The true height of the tree is 
94 + 15 = 109 ft.

So much for dbh and height. Around Ketchikan, a spruce more 
than 8' dbh, or taller than 200' is notable; in the Juneau area, 
make that 6' dbh/170' tall. But we aren't just looking for outstand-
ing individual trees; we're even more interested in finding impres-
sive stands. Once you've recorded the dimensions of the largest 
tree, make note of those around it. Heights and diameters can 
now be estimated by comparison to your known individual.

If much of the surrounding acre (a square about 200 feet per 
side) has large trees (say 10 trees >4 ft dbh, or 4 trees >6' dbh), 
you've found a candidate for a Landmark Trees assessment. 
Mark the stand as accurately as possible on a map, or even 

3  PS 2017: Now of course these functions are available on any smart phone. 

better, an air photo. If you're far from a trail or obvious 
landmark this is especially critical. Two handy tools here 
in addition to your compass are an altimeter (calibrate at 
sea level before and after the hike) and GPS unit. Under 
forest canopy you often can't read GPS coordinates. In 
this case, pace on a recorded bearing to the nearest big 
canopy gap and try for satellites there. 4

The most valuable orientation/navigation tools of all 
for LT scouts (or any naturalist/outdoorsperson!) are air 
photo stereopairs. If you haven't had the pleasure of 
using these ultimate navigational aids, check them out at 
the Forest Service or CBJ. A major aspect of our Land-
mark Tree assessment workshops is how to access and 
use air photos.5 

Please don't flag your big tree site. I'd hate to think that 
the Landmark Tree project resulted in defacement of the 
most magnificent living gems of the Tongass. Just do a 
thorough job of describing the site. If your instructions get 
us within a few hundred yards, we'll be unlikely to overlook 
a stand of monster trees.

4  PS 2017: Today, GPS combined with cellphone triangulation gives 
not only lat-long but even rough elevation for any bushwacker carrying a 
smartphone or tablet. Merely taking a .jpg of your tree or stand will stamp 
the lat-long to the photo's EXIF data, as long as you've enabled location 
services in the device's settings. Many hikers turn off those services on longer 
outings to conserve batteries. In that event, turn them briefly on to collect a 
georeferenced photo.

In tall-tree forests, however, be aware that on-board GPS for most devices 
gives poor performance compared to even entry-level GPS such as the 
Garmin etrex. My current favorite is the tiny Bad Elf GPS pro+, bluetoothed 
to my phone and carried in a billcap pocket. For more on GPS, see 
●●Ground-truthing

5  PS: More in Aerials, Google Earth, stereo-viewing, following.  

can resist bragging about 
their favorite pumpkins. 
As Caouette routinely 
reminded us, “Everybody 
loves a big tree.” The only 
remaining large-tree spruce 
concentrations on Tàan 
are (until HR.232 passes) 
mostly off-limits in stream 
buffers like the Thorne-Rio 
Beaver confluence, thus 
safe for both sides to talk 
about.  

As noted in my previous 
email, our best advisors 
on how to take meaningful 
single-tree measurements 
are Sillett and Van Pelt. I’ve 
heard that Steve wants to do 
canopy sampling in finest 
Tongass spruce stands. Let’s 
get him up here for some 
tree-climbing presentations 
in Sitka and Juneau.

RC
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data card instructions
gear list Rite-in-Rain notebook with blank data forms & instructions, laser 
rangefinder, clinometer, caliper diameter gauge, calculator (w/ trig), diameter 
tape, compass, GPS, flagging, camera. Optional: maps, air photos, stereoview-
er, altimeter, radio/cell phone.

1 landmark tree measurements Locate largest tree in stand. Record species. 
Measure diameter at 10 ft with d-tape. See diagram. If possible state record, 
measure dbh (4.5 ft) & record max/min crown diam-
eters. (see Alaska Record Trees) .

2 Back up about 100 feet from tree such that top 
and trunk are simulaneously visible. Read distance 
to tree base with rangefinder and convert from yards 
to feet. Read angle to top of tree with clinometer. 
Tree height is tangent of this angle times distance 
to base. Now read horizontally (clinometer line at 
zero) and estimate distance from tree base to your 
eye height. Add this correction (if above tree base) 
or subtract (if below) to get total tree height. Divide 
by 32 ft to get # of logs per tree. Round to nearest 
tenth. 

3 stand exam Establish cluster of 5 variable-radius 
sampling points, marked temporarily with flagging. 
Big tree must be picked up in 40-factor gauge from 
at least one of these plots. Plots are laid out in cross formation, spaced at 75 
feet on N-S and E-W axes (or any desired bearing, with secondary axis at right 
angles to the first). The 75-foot spacing effectively characterises a one-acre 
stand.

4 Set caliper d-gauge to 32 mm to serve as 
a 40 factor "cruiser's crutch." On stand exam 
card, at each of the 5 points spin complete 
circle, recording each "in" tree by height in 
proper species column. Measure heights 
with rangefinder and clinometer as de-
scribed above. If tree is close to a previously 
measured one, estimate is okay. We usually 
measure at least half of the in-trees.  Enter 
v-factors from the height-to-v-factor table. 
Take tree diameter from same position with 
caliper gauge. Tree diameter in inches is the 
caliper reading times the distance (yards) in 
rangefinder.
 
5 Subtotal the number of "in" trees and sum of v-factors for each species (at 
bottom) and each plot (right margin). Add across and down to double-check 
the total stand volume factor. Remove flagging (but remember to do the quick 
cruise cover estimates from these 5 points first; see wildlife card instructions).

6 Transfer counts and v-factors of spruce, hemlock, cedar, and combined totals 
to the data card. Compute basal area & gross volume. To get net volume sub-
tract 10% defect for a "clean" spruce stand, or 35% for hemlock-dominated.

location card instructions
1  Plot route to prospective Landmark Trees site from nearest beach drop-off point.  Use 
compass, map, air photos and GPS to navigate from shore to site. 
 
2  Fill in data card as described on data card instructions. Transfer stand and big-tree 
score to location card.

3  Record details of stand location in addition to regional context (island/inlet/bay).

4  Record lat/long from GPS, and note air photos used in navigation. Also note elevation 
from altimeter, and overall stand aspect. 

5  Thoroughly photograph the big tree and the stand, as well as any nearby features that 
might serve as landmarks for those wishing to relocate the stand. 

6  Make sketch map showing approximate stand boundaries, coastline features, and 
landmarks. Denote true north.  Use air photos to make this map, including streams, help-
ful landmarks, outlining large-tree stands, etc.) Include blow-up view of the 5-plot matrix 
showing the bearing of each axis, and location of big tree(s), understory anomolies, etc.

7  Identify the stand on field topo, chart or air photo.  

8  At end of day, transfer data to Landmark Trees data summary page.  Staple together 
the location/data card, v-factor tally sheet, and eventually, copies from topo map and/or 
air photo showing the site. Send copies of data to:

Richard Carstensen
Box 21168
Juneau, Alaska, 99802
(907)  586-1272
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

 

AlAskA RecoRd TRees  *total points =circumference + height + crown spread/4
species  dbh (")  circum (") height (') spread (')  total* location  nominator
Sitka spruce 114 358 185 50 556 Exchange Cv, POW G. Grove 
western hemlock 74 231 150 30 389 Hood Bay, Admiralty T. Thompson 
mountain hemlock 46 145 105 25 256 Chilkat Range H. Olsen
yellow cedar 106 333 85 40 428 near Hydaburg  J.Thompsen
w. red cedar 114 358 105 23 470 Thorne Arm, POW J. Dyer
shore pine 35 111 93 21 209 Salamander Lk, POW D. Cronlund
Pacific yew 9.5 30 30 20 65 Dog Island W. Walkotten
Pacific silver fir 45 154 148 30 309 Boca De Quadra D. Schmiege
subalpine fir 25 79 95 20 179 Taku River A. Harris
black cottonwood 80 254 132 22 392 Haines L. Joslin
red alder 34 107 53 40 170 Whitewater Bay T. Laurent
paper birch 33 103 67 42 181 Moose Valley, Haines B. Morelli
Sitka willow 13.7 43 33 23 82 Klehini River, Haines A. Davis
   

Record tree list
This is the 'original' 
table based on AF 
points (circumference 
in inches plus hieght 
in feet plus crown 
spread divided by 4) 
that we distributed to 
our collaborators in 
1996 at the beginning 
of Landmark Trees . . 
. and henceforth pretty much ignored. Considering most of the nominators were forestry 
professionals working at the onset of industrial-scale forestry, when karst monsters 15 
feet in diameter and/or 250+ feet tall were still fairly common, one has to wonder at 
the modest size of their appointments—at least in regard to the 'money trees:' spruce, 
hemlock and cedar. Could this list have been part of a misinformation campaign designed 
to lower public expectations of the quality of a forest that big timber and its FS lackeys 
were liquidating as fast as possible? 

I guess that sounds like conspiracy theory. But to anyone who's fumed over shenani-
gans chronicled in Durbin (1999), misinformation is the least dastardly of backroom deal-
ings perpetrated in those days. Lest Tongass newcomers imagine those bad-old-days are 
over, read my essay on the cedar shell game (Carstensen 2013). The Sealaska Lands 
Bill, S.340 was obscene but small potatoes compared to the unbelievably ambitious 
HR.232. http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/hammered-gems-unproductive-leftovers/   

I just made a quick species-by-species comparison of this table with the one on 
Bertoletti's website.  [ https://akbigtreelist.org/the-list/ ]  The spruce has not been updated as 
of 20171028, nor have most of the other species. Only changes I noticed were minor 
bump-ups by W. Valentic: yellow-cedar (now 464 AF pts) and western redcedar (476 pts). 
Apparently the large western hemlock on Kuiu, nominated in 1999 by Bill Pawuk (481 
pts; like the S Baranof W spruce nearly 100 pts more than the 'official' Hood Bay tree) 
has not made Don Bertoletti's list. Nor has the giant hemlock on Indian River, well-known 
to SCS. 

Tree-hunting gear
How should a Southeast bushwacker prepare to take useful 
measurements during an outing on which big trees might be 
encountered? Affordable, lightweight tools can make the job 
easy and accurate.

A good place to start is by downloading the how-to .pdf from 
American Forests to your phone, so you'll always have it with 
you.1  Don Bertoletti, Alaska's big tree coordinator, is one of 
the co-authors of this 86-page manual. On page 7 is a list of 
"equipment needed." To their list, I've added an asterisk for tools 
that can now be replaced by apps for your smartphone or field-
worthy tablet:

● Diameter tape
● 100- to 200-foot tape
● Laser rangefinder (measures distance)
● Clinometer with degrees scale (measures angle in the verti-

cal plane) *
● Compass *
● Digital camera *
● GPS receiver *
● Scientific calculator with trig functions *
● Plumb bob (vertical line for crown spread) 2

1  AF 2015. Link in References.  Their manual covers pretty much every intricacy of 
tree measurement you'll encounter, except the dilemma of butt-swell in very large trees, 
which renders dbh so uninformative. Perhaps the National Cadre—the AF-certified final 
arbitors—decided that in the case of redwoods, doug firs and Sitka spruce, where butt 
swell comes into play, measurements are so challenging that amateurs have little to 
contribute and the problem can be ignored? 

2  The fact that phone-apps can replace more dedicated tools doesn't necessarily mean 
I recommend them in the case of all tasks marked here with asterisks. Digital appliances 
are notoriously battery-dependent. For navigation, for example, especially on longer 
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In my Suggestions sidebar are some additional gear recommendations. 
Most of us try to keep our day- and overnight packs unencumbered by heavy 
or bulky tools. Even a simple diameter tape, if long enough to embrace a 
really big spruce, is a significant addition to pack-load. I bring mine if I plan 
to measure lots of trees on an outing, but not on the odd chance that I'll bump 
into an interesting tree. In the ~20 years since I wrote Suggestions, noth-
ing has emerged to replace the featherweight, multipurpose utility of a 25-ft 
length of non-stretchy cord, marked at 1-ft increments, permanently inhabit-
ing your belt pouch or day pack.

As for much heavier 100ft+ tapes, laser rangefinders have almost complete-
ly replaced them in most fieldwork: lighter, more accurate in rugged or brushy 
terrain, quicker to deploy, and now, hardly more expensive. You can get a 
decent rangefinder today for around $100. 

For occasional individual tree measurements, when you only need a few 
distance readings (a handful per day or less?), there's little incentive for 
investing in the next step up—the laser rangefinder/hypsometer, which incor-
porates a tilt sensor to double as a clinometer. But if, like me, you sometimes 
find yourself measuring entire stands, $450 for the lightweight Trupulse 
200L becomes attractive. After all, a good stand-alone clinometer costs $100. 
In 3 clicks with my Trupulse I can measure a tree's height, dispensing with 
clinometer, calculator and trig tables. 3 

Other recommended gear on the AF list is fairly self explanatory. For 
casual, opportunistic tree measurements, the phone-app alternatives marked 
with asterisks work fine, weigh basically nothing, and will always be with you 
if you routinely carry the phone or tablet when hiking. I wouldn't bother with 
the plumb bob (for determining vertical projection of outermost branches). 

outings, or in areas of poor reception, relying on a fickle phone for compass-bearings or lat-long position, 
can be disastrous.  

3  This model, by Laser Technology Inc, can also shoot up to nearly a kilometer away. I also use it for 
measuring and plotting goats wintering above our apartment on Behrends Avenue.  

On the chance you stumble upon a state champion contender you can fashion 
a plumb bob on-site from a stone and piece of string. Otherwise, precision 
crown spread determination is not that relevant.

Photography and GPS have utility far beyond the narrow scope of this 
how-to manual/update. I discuss them in more detail in Ground-truthing 
methods & workflow (2017). 4  As for big-tree-specific photo tips, always 
place a scale-person or object in your trophy-tree 'mug-shots.' And on the 
habitat side, take lots of panoramas—easy now with cell phone cameras—and 
pose friends in those too. These give way more information to reviewers 
about the character of your stand.

Aerials, Google Earth, stereo-viewing
During the Landmark Trees years, 1996-2005, many of our 76 one-acre 
stands were previously known to friends and collaborators who directed us to 
the sites. As for the others, we homed in on them largely by use of air photog-
raphy. Copying and cataloging it consumed a lot of my time in the LT project. 
From USFS Geometronics archives in Juneau, and from Ranger District 
collections all over the Tongass, I converted 9x9-inch air photos into 35-mm 
slides for use in handy 3D slide viewers. An entire self in my library is filled 
with 3-ring binders packed with archival slide pages.  

Since 2005, online sources such as Google Earth, Bing, and ArcGIS Online 
have expanded to cover most of the Tongass in high-res aerial imagery. This 
makes preparations for tree-hunting (& post-trip summary) much more conve-
nient for amateur naturalists and casual bushwackers without access to GIS5 

4  http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/ground-truthing-methods-and-
workflow/ 

5  GIS = Geographic Information Systems. GIS interfaces basic cartography with databases, enabling not 
only map making but spatial analysis and advanced query. An example in the realm of tree hunting might 
be use of the USFS channel type layer. Highest probability of giant-tree alluvial spruce forest is close to 
channels coded AF (alluvial fan) and FP (floodplain). JuneauNature has more on GIS and ArcMap at http://
juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/gis-geographic-information-systems/ 
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or large, agency-curated air photo collections. Even 
on a 2D air photo, it's fairly easy to differentiate 
large-tree spruce stands from encompassing medi-
um-tree hemlock. These stands are gappier, and 
usually darker green.  

Maybe due in part to the ease of online air-photo 
viewing and the move from paper to digital imag-
ery, stereophotography has suffered a lapse in popu-
larity. Few have the patience anymore to assemble 
stereograms, even though viewing can be much 
more pleasurable and informative on tablets than 
on the old paper pairs (and no printing costs!). I'm 
often surprised by how little our new generation of 
foresters—although digitally proficient—make use 
3D interpretation in stand assessment.

Again that may be due to where our imagery is 
coming from. None of the above-mentioned online 
sources give you individual (pre-mosaic-assembly) 
images, overlapping 60%. For that you must go to 
the source—generally USFS regional and district 
archives. Still, it's a lot easier to copy these digitally 

Stereopair of the Mayfly Creek Landmark forest at 
Asx'ée, twisted tree (Eagle River). I constructed it 
from adjacent, overlapping images on a north-south 
flight line, thus the north-left orientation. Canopy 
texture is coarse and gappy in the fan and floodplain 
forests—but smooth and intersecting in the even-
aged wind forest. 

2013
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Normalized vegetation, from the CBJ LiDAR data-
set. Color-coded for tree height classes. Compare 
to preceding traditional stereopair for Mayfly Creek.

Profile A-B, above through the LiDAR 
point cloud. and prepare them in Photoshop than in the old days of 

paper originals, razors and glue. 6

LiDAR
During the Landmark Trees project—1996 to 2005, we 
couldn't yet foresee what LiDAR would do for our abil-
ity to detect and analyse the large-tree forest. I opened 
my chapter for Book of the Tongass (1999) thus:

"Alaska's largest tree may still be out there hiding, 
and part of me wants to find it."  Then followed: "I 

6  More on stereo is at http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/
tools/photography/stereo-photography/ 

hope we never learn enough about the Tongass to assure 
ourselves we've fingered that particular grail." 

Having subsequently spent 5 years with LiDAR, I'm 
guessing we will be able to someday run an automated 

search for Southeast's tallest and 
even fattest trees, and declare exactly 
where and how big they are, to the 
nearest inch. The pending loss of that 
particular mystery no longer troubles 
me (there'll always be new tree-teas-
ers for new tree-hunters)—but loss of 
the forest itself is a nightmare I may 
never wake from. I hope technology 
ultimately saves more trees than than 
it kills.

In this map of Asx'ée (Eagle 
River) the point cloud is displayed 
as 'normalized vegetation.' Any 
tree taller than 200 feet turns red.  

'Norm-veg' makes it possible to scan 
an entire watershed in minutes, zero-
ing in on Landmark caliber patches. 
My 30-minute, 2015 slide show New 
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tools for old naturalists 7 describes this process as 'digital trophy hunting'—
LiDAR's low-hanging fruit. Far more demanding (but not too far off) are 
automated maps of a dozen or so distinct forest structural types, each with its 
own hydrology, understory associates and wildlife values. 

Most urgently needed are maps of red- and yellow-cedar concentrations 
on the southern federal and corporate timber lands. This is way more chal-
lenging than simple tall-tree identification, and most foresters don't think 
LiDAR is up to the task. I recently saw a presentation comparing our existing 
8-points per m2 point cloud to 32p/m2, and at that resolution (more expensive 
of course), I'm pretty sure we could map subcanopy cedars. 

Late-breaking news (Nov. 2018): The LiDAR point cloud is no longer just 
for arc-enabled geeks. From state and federal websites you can now down-
load individual tiles and display profiles or oblique views using the free app 
FugroViewer. Instructions from JuneauNature are at http://juneaunature.discoverysouth-
east.org/content_item/lidar-online/

Where to from here?
Tree hunters are needed more today than when we started Landmark Trees 
in 1996, or Ground-truthing in 2005. Anyone with basic woods skills and a 
phone camera can contribute. The question, I guess, is who's listening, when 
we come back with news from the timberlands. I'd love to help prospec-
tive 'truthers' on the 'front end'—with skills & biogeography useful to 
effective observing and documenting. But I've obviously failed on the 
'back end,' at gaining the ear of negotiators, funders and voters for a more 
respectful and farsighted relationship to what's left of the ancient forest. 
More even than scouts, we need spokeswomen for the grandmother trees. 
We need a MeToo for Thuja and Cupressus. 

In October, 2017, I was given 3 minutes to address the Alaska 

7  http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/new-tools-for-old-naturalists/ 

Conservation Foundation on the subject of environmental education. I didn't 
feel like much of a role model, because the most consequential work I've 
attempted there, on the sanctity and irreplaceability of very old beings and 
relationships, has fallen on distracted ears:

"There’s 2 sides to environmental education. One’s joyful—the richness of a life 
in nature, and the excitement of helping young people toward a lifelong partnership 
with nature. The other’s not so joyful. Aldo said: the price of an ecological educa-
tion’s living alone in a world of wounds that others can’t perceive.

The sadness of the naturalist educator deepens with age. For me it comes from 
study of ancient communities, the shock of how fragile they are in the hands of 
careless or absentee managers. I’m also learning about cultural connections to 
deep age from my sister Laura Carstensen, who founded the Stanford Center on 
Longevity. 

Our father, Edwin Carstensen, just died at the age of 96. For those who’ve been 
celebrating his life, sadness is just a small part of the emotional package. Human 
mortality feels necessary and honorable—a passing of the torch. 

Not so with the death of ancient communities. When Bob Armstrong and I 
put out the 3rd edition of Nature of Southeast Alaska, I added a sidebar called 
“Harvesting Longevity” That’s what uneducated humans do, to species and habi-
tats, both domestic and (unfortunately) wild.

Volume of Tongass logging peaked in the 1950s, 60s & 70s, the so-called 
bad-old-days. But that wood grew 10 times faster than the 
red- and yellow-cedars the industry seeks today. If instead 
of volume, we asked how many years of tree growth built the 
wood we cut today, we’d find our annual loss has never been 
greater or more irreplaceable. 

The 2017 SEACC tshirt depicts a forest and hiker, 
with the caption “let’s grow old together.”

Please! Let's do that!
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